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Abstract—Hybrid systems arise in real-time and embedded
control systems with the interactions emerged between continuous
physical environment and discrete digital controllers. In this
paper, we propose an approach for the verification of hybrid
systems which are constructed by a hybrid parallel modelling
language, where the interaction between the controller and
the environment is synchronized by signals. The proof rules
with respect to the modelling language are illustrated in the
style of Hoare triples. For an application of our approach, a
water tank model is produced as a sequential hybrid model,
then we verify the model with the satisfiability according to a
design requirement. Moreover, for parallel hybrid model, a case
of subway control system involving overlapping metro lines is
presented and verified with respect to the collision avoidance
requirement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid systems ([1], [2]) consist of discrete control pro-
grams and continuous physical plants, which combines logical
decision making with the evolution of continuous flows. The
continuous behaviors of hybrid systems are usually specified
by differential equations. While, the discrete actions are rep-
resented by assignments. The interactions between different
components of the system are declared by shared variables, and
synchronization or asynchronization communications. Hybrid
systems play important roles in industry, such as transporta-
tion networks, automotive, aviation, manufacturing processes,
robotics, even medicine and biology. Nowadays, hybrid sys-
tems are ubiquitous in safety critical applications. Therefore,
formal modelling and verification techniques are necessary to
enhance the safety and reliability of hybrid systems ([3], [4],
[5]).

In [6], He proposed a clock-based framework for con-
structing hybrid systems, in this work, the occurrence of an
event was represented as a clock. The clock is an abstract
concept with metric spaces for describing temporal order and
time latency, which links with synchronous events through the
representation of occurrences of events by clocks. The changes
of discrete variables and continuous components can also be
captured by the recording of time instants whenever the proper
variations occur. In addition, He presented the novel hybrid
relation calculus [7], of which the alphabet of relations consist
of continuous and input/output variables. In hybrid relation
calculus, both clocks and signals are introduced to coordinate
activities of parallel components of hybrid systems. Moreover,
for the modelling of physical world and its interaction with the
controller, a hybrid modelling language (abbreviated as HML)
was introduced in [7], where the interaction between parallel
components of a hybrid system is synchronized by signals. The
signal is instantaneous reactive and propagated immediately.
The components of a system are consistently aware of the
present or absent of signals.

In this paper, we focus on the modelling and verifica-
tion of HML models. In traditional modelling notations ([8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]), the continuous behaviors of physical
plants are modelled in differential equations. In HML, the
continuous constraint consists of differential equations, initial
values of continuous variables, and exit conditions indicating
the situation when the continuous flow shall terminate. The
communications between components of a system are rep-
resented by signals, the corresponding history is stored in a
clock structure including the time instants when the signal
is present. Thus, signals are the bridges that construct links
among various components of a hybrid system. Moreover,
the discrete and continuous variables are not shared between
parallel components of the system.

In terms of the formal verification framework for hybrid
systems, in [13], He and Xu integrated variants Duration
Calculus ([14], [15]) in sequential hybrid programs, then
proposed a semantic and proof framework for sequential hybrid
programs. Based on this work, we extend the proof rules to suit
for HML on the parallel compositions of components in hybrid
systems. For the verification of HML models, we present the
proof rules in the Hoare triple style. These proof rules are
inspired by the hybrid relation calculus which was proposed
by He in [7]. In hybrid relation calculus, both clock and signal
are introduced to coordinate interactions between parallel
components of hybrid systems. The continuous variables in
a hybrid relation are used to record the continuous behavior
of physical environment. The predicates in hybrid relation
calculus are employed to specify the behavior of the HML
model. The unprimed (undashed) variables are used to describe
the states when the program (model) starts to run, while the
primed (dashed) variables for the states when the program
terminates or be in progress. Moreover, as the importance of
signals and clocks in hybrid relation calculus, the relations of
the signals and clocks establish the bases for the proofs of
parallel programs.

We present two case studies. The first one is a case study of
water tank as an HML program. The water tank program is a
sequential HML program, it contains two different continuous
sub-programs, one for the rising of water level, another for
the falling. The property we are interested in this case is the
clock relation between the water level and the signal about the
valve of the tank. The second case study concerns a subway
control system with two overlapping metro lines. We have a
subway train for each metro line. During the running of trains,
they have to coordinate their positions through a controller
as one segment of the track is overlapped (i.e., shared) by
the metro lines. This case depicts a parallel composition of
three components, including two trains and the corresponding
controller. The requirement in this system is the collision
avoidance when the two trains are running on the shared track



segment. Firstly, this proof is constructed by the relations of the
signals between the trains and the controller, then, proceeded
by the proofs for the components separately. The construction
of proper relations of signals and clocks is the significant
procedure for the proof of parallel programs, and this can be
explored from the relations in the components of the system
independently.

The contribution of this paper consists of the proof rules
for HML programs based on hybrid relation calculus and
the application of HML on the subway control systems for
formal modelling and verification. The reminder of this paper
is organized as follows: in Section II, we describe the syntax
for HML1, and the definitions of hybrid relation calculus.
Section III is about the design of HML program. Section IV
shows the details for the Hoare logic rules of HML based on
hybrid relation calculus. In Section V and VI, we introduce
two case studies as the applications of our logic rules. The
related works are presented in Section VII. We conclude our
work and discuss future works in Section VIII.

II. THE LANGUAGE AND HYBRID RELATION

In this section, we present the syntax for HML. In addition,
the basic concepts of hybrid relation calculus are proposed.

A. Hybrid Modelling language

In this section, we present the syntax of the hybrid mod-
elling language (HML) as follows:

AP ::= skip | x := e | !s | suspend(e)
EQ ::= R(v, v̇) | R(v, v̇) init v0 | EQ || EQ

P ::= AP | P ⊓ P | P ;P | P || P | P ◁ b ▷ P

| EQ until g | when(G) | while b do P od

g ::= ϵ | s | b | out(e) | g ⊙ g | g ⊕ g

b ::= true | false | v ∼ c | ¬b | b ∧ b | b ∨ b

G ::= g&P | G 8 G

where, ∼∈ {≥, >,=, <,≤}. skip is the empty command,
the atomic program ‘!s’ emits signal s, then terminates im-
mediately. The assignment statement ‘x := e’ has the tra-
ditional form for variable x and expression e. The program
‘suspend(e)’ suspends the current running program for e time
units, where e is an expression that can be evaluated to a
nonnegative number.

The relation predicate R(v, v̇) defines a constraint (e.g.,
differential equation) for variable v and the first-order deriva-
tive of v over time. For instance, v̇ = 1 and v̇ = v2 +
v − 5 are different relation predicates for v and v̇. Moreover,
‘R(v, v̇) init v0’ declares a constraint for v and v̇ with
v0 the initial value of variable v. The parallel composition
‘EQ || EQ’ can be utilized to construct the simultaneous
differential equations for hybrid systems with more than two
continuous variables.

The symbol ‘⊓’ is used as an operator for non-deterministic
choice. For instance, ‘P⊓P ′’ denotes the program that behaves
like either P or P ′. The program ‘P ;P ’ denotes the sequential
composition of sub-programs. The parallel composition of
programs is represented by ‘P || P ’. The conditional choice

1The formal semantics will be presented in another paper.

between programs P and Q with boolean expression b is
‘P ◁b▷Q’. If b is true, it behaves like P , and Q otherwise. The
differential equation with exit-condition that denotes the ter-
mination condition for the continuous evolving is declared by
‘EQ until EC’. The exit-condition ‘EC’ can be conditional
guards, signals or their combinations.

For example, if g1 and g2 are boolean conditions, ‘g1⊕g2’
can be an exit-condition, (g1⊕g2)

def
= (g1∨g2). If g1 and g2 are

signals, ‘g1 ⊙ g2’ can be an exit-condition, g1 ⊙ g2 iff both g1
and g2 are present only at the last time instant of an observation
duration, the detailed definition can be found in Section II-B.
The empty guard ‘ϵ’ is valid (ready) immediately when it is
evaluated. The signal guard ‘s’ is valid when s is present. The
boolean guard b is used as boolean expression. The timeout
guard ‘out(e)’ is valid when the current time t′ = t+ e after
the program is started at time t, expression e is evaluated as
a non-negative number (for time units).

The when-choice program ‘when(G)’ activates program Pi

when the corresponding guard gi is valid. Otherwise when all
guards are invalid, the when-choice program will keep waiting
until a valid one exits. For instance, the when-choice program
‘when(g1&P1 8 g2&P2)’ will wait for one of the guards g1
and g2 to be valid. If at one moment g1 is valid, then the
program will behave like P1. If both g1 and g2 are valid at
the same time, the program will be performed as P1 ⊓ P2.
The loop program ‘while b do P od’ is simple, where b is
the condition, P is the loop body.

B. Clock and Signal

In this section, we define the clock and signal used in this
paper. We use [t, t′] to specify the time interval over which the
observation of the behavior of an HML program is concerned.
The start point t denotes the time instant when the program
starts to run, the end point t′ is for the time instant when the
program terminates or in a waiting status.

Definition 1 (Clock): A clock c is an increasing sequence
of non-negative reals. The set of all elements of c is denoted
by Set(c).

c : N∗ → R≥0

where, N∗ is N or {n ∈ N | n < M} for an M ∈ N. For any
natural number n ∈ N∗, the n-th element of c is represented by
c[n]. As c is an increasing sequence, we have c[n] ≤ c[n+ 1]
for n ∈ N∗, c[n], c[n+ 1] ∈ Set(c).

For example, a simple clock c may be the sequence ⟨0, 10, 21⟩,
and c[0] = 0, c[1] = 10, c[2] = 21. The cardinal number (i.e.,
size) of c is defined by |c| def

= |Set(c)| = |N∗|. In this simple
example |c| = 3. If N∗ = N then |c| = ℵ0, otherwise if
N∗ = {n ∈ N | n < M} for an M ∈ N, then |c| = M .

A clock c runs faster than clock d if for all i ∈ N,
c[i] ≤ d[i], we denote this by c ⪯ d. For example, clock
c1

def
= ⟨0, 1, 1.4⟩ is faster than clock c2

def
= ⟨2, 4.3, 18⟩. For

clocks c and d, we define a relation ⪯t between two clocks,
that c ⪯t d if c ⪯ d and for all i ∈ N, c[i] ≤ t, d[i] ≤ t.

Definition 2 (Count-Clock): A count-clock c is an increas-
ing sequence,

c : N∗ → (R≥0 × N),
in which, the element in c is appended with a natural number
denoting the value of a variable count indicating the receiving



order when signals are present. The faster between clocks is
also defined w.r.t the real numbers (R≥0).

In this paper, the clock we are used is the count-clock. And,
the clock c is represented by the set of elements in c. Now,
we define some special clocks on some conditions as follows,
for example, let h, H , L and ε be some variables (c.f., Table
I in the water tank case study), Fig. 1 illustrates the following
clocks,

climb(h,H − ε)
def
= {(time, count) | (h ≥ H − ε)time ∧ (h <

H − ε)time−0};

drop(h,L + ε)
def
= {(time, count) | (h ≤ L + ε)time ∧ (h >

L+ ε)time−0},

H-Ɛ

L+Ɛ

time time’

Climb

Drop

h

t

Fig. 1: Clocks of climb and drop,
time ∈ π1(climb(h,H − ε)),
time′ ∈ π1(drop(h, L + ε)). π1

is a function mapping from a clock
to the corresponding set of time
instants

where, if b is a condition
expression, (b)time is the
boolean value of b at the
time point time, (b)time−0

def
=

limδ→0 b(time−δ), b(time−
δ) denotes the value (false or
true) of condition b at the
time instant (time−δ). Clock
climb(h,H − ε) records the
time instants when the condi-
tion (h ≥ H − ε) becomes
true, while clock drop(h,L+ε) records the time instants when
the condition (h ≤ L+ ε) becomes true. The value of count
records the index of the latest input signal, it can be used to
identify the dependency between that input and the subsequent
output signals.

In communication systems, signal processing and electrical
engineering, signal is a function that conveys information about
the behavior of a system or the environment, or about the
property of some phenomenons [16]. In the HML syntax,
we introduced signals. Each signal has two statuses, either
presence or absence, we use present(s) (abbreviated as ξ(s))
and absent(s) (abbreviated as θ(s)) to denote whether the
signal s is in the status of presence or absence, respectively.
Each signal s is accompanied by a clock variable s.clock
recording the time instants whenever s is in the status of
presence. The corresponding new clock variable after the
execution of a program is s.clock′. The predicates ξ(s) and
θ(s) can be defined as follows,

ξ(s)
def
= ((π1(s.clock

′) ∩ [t, t′]) = {t′});

θ(s)
def
= ((π1(s.clock

′) ∩ [t, t′]) = ∅),
where, both ξ(s) and θ(s) take the values of true and false.
For operators ‘⊕’ and ‘⊙’, we have ξ(s1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ sn)

def
=(

π1(
∪

i∈I si.clock
′) ∩ [t, t′] = {t′}

)
, ξ(s1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ sn)

def
=(

π1(
∩

i∈I si.clock
′) ∩ [t, t′] = {t′}

)
, where, I

def
= {i | i ∈

N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ∈ N≥1}. [t, t′] indicates a time interval,
π1 is a function mapping from a clock to the corresponding
set of time instants. Sometimes, π1 can be used to mapping
a clock element to the first member of the element, i.e.,
time, and π2 for the second member, i.e., count. An HML
program can emit a signal as ‘!s’ or receive (wait for) a
signal from the environment as in the differential statement
‘EQ until s’. In the following, we use InSignal to denote
the set of the input signal names of an HML program, and
OutSignal for output signal names. For boolean conditions

test, let b ranged over boolean conditons, b(·) evaluates the
boolean value of b at a time instant, we define the present
and absent for tests as follows: ξ(b)

def
= b(t′) ∧ ∀τ ∈ [t, t′) •

¬b(τ), θ(b)
def
= ∀τ ∈ [t, t′]•¬b(τ), for operators ‘⊙’ and ‘⊕’:

ξ(b1 ⊙ . . .⊙ bn)
def
= ξ(

∧
i∈I bi), ξ(b1 ⊕ . . .⊕ bn)

def
= ξ(

∨
i∈I bi),

for I def
= {i | i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ∈ N≥1}.

C. Hybrid Relation Calculus

For a program of HML, the relevant observations consist
of the values of all variables before the program execution,
their values after termination, and the intermediate state before
program termination. Such observations therefore constitute
a hybrid relation. The corresponding predicate in the hybrid
relation describes the behavior of an HML program.

For an HML program, two status variables st and st′ are
employed to describe the program status. Variable st is used
before the program starts, and st′ after it starts. Status variables
st and st′ are ranged over {term, stable, div}.

1) When st = term, the predecessor of the program
terminates successfully. While, if st′ = term, the
program terminates.

2) When st = stable, the predecessor is not terminated
and waiting for input signals. While, if st′ = stable,
the program is waiting for input signals.

3) When st = div, the predecessor is divergent (or
called chaotic). While, if st′ = div, the program is
divergent.

Moreover, st ∈ inαP , st′ ∈ outαP for any HML program P.
Where, inαP is the set of input variables for P , and outαP
for output variables.

Example 1 (Divergent HML Program): One very simple
program which is divergent: DIV

def
= (while true do x :=

x + 1; od). The program DIV is an infinite loop consisting
of an always valid condition and one assignment statement for
variable x that increases the value by 1 in every iteration. As
the program could neither wait for a signal nor terminate, the
status of the program can only be div indicating divergence.

Definition 3 (Hybrid Relation): For predicate P , a hybrid
relation is a binary relation (P , αP ). The alphabet of P is
αP :

αP
def
= inαP ∪ conαP ∪ outαP

where, inαP and outαP are the sets of undashed (i.e., un-
primed) and dashed (i.e., primed) variables for indicating initial
and final values of variables, respectively. The set conαP
consists of continuous variables that are changed continuously
according to differential equations (or continuous mathematical
functions w.r.t time).

In HML, we have outαP = inα′P . The undashed vari-
ables are represented by inαP

def
= {st, t, count} ∪ PV ar ∪

ClockV ar. In which, st is a variable indicating the status of
the program, t is the variable recording the starting time point
of an observation interval. PV ar is the set of discrete vari-
ables, ClockV ar

def
= {s.clock | s ∈ InSignal ⊎ OutSignal}

is the set of clock variables. Let P and Q be hybrid rela-
tions, if αP = αQ, outαP = {v′ | v ∈ inαQ}, then
(P ;Q)

def
= ∃o • P [o/v′] ∧Q[o/v].



For predicate P , we employ (P, αP )pp as a pure-primed
hybrid relation, where αP

def
= conαP ∪ outαP. Likewise, we

employ (P, αP )pu as a pure-unprimed hybrid relation, the
alphabet αP def

= conαP ∪ inαP. In HML programs, let Shr,
Spp and Spu be the sets of predicates for hybrid relations, pure-
primed hybrid relations, and pure-unprimed hybrid relations,
respectively, then we have: Spp ⊂ Shr, Spu ⊂ Shr , and
Spp ∩ Spu = ∅.

Example 2 (Hybrid Relation of Differential Equation):
A differential equation EQ

def
= (v̇ = 1) can be seen as a

hybrid relation, where inα
def
= {t}, outα def

= {t′}, conα def
=

{v}, P def
= (t ≤ t′)∧ ∀τ ∈ [t, t′) • v̇(τ) = 1. The input variable

t represents the starting time instant, the output variable t′

denotes the time instant during the continuous flow. The
continuous variable is v. The predicate of the relation is
referred by P which indicates the first-order derivative of
v is always 1 for the time interval [t, t′). The right-open
interval makes sense when the left- and right- derivatives of
continuous variable v are not equal.

III. DESIGN OF HML PROGRAM

In this section, we introduce the concept called design
for the behavior of HML programs. A design for an HML
program P is about the predicates of assumption for P that
we can known when P starts to run, and the predicates of
commitment which is guaranteed when P is terminated or
during the executing of the program. HML programs have
some implied assumptions, such as the time is increasing
during the execution of the program, which can be expressed
as t ≤ t′. Another assumption is about the clock of a signal,
the clock may be appended with new elements if the signal is
present during an observation time interval [t, t′]. Therefore,
an HML program P has to meet the following two healthiness
conditions HC1 and HC2, where, s represents any signal,

HC1: P = P ∧ t ≤ t′, H1(P )
def
= P ∧ t ≤ t′;

HC2: P = P ∧ inv(s), H2(P )
def
= P ∧ inv(s),

where, inv(s)
def
= (s.clock ⊆ s.clock′) ∧ (π1(s.clock

′) ⊆
(π1(s.clock)∪[t, t′])). We use the notation H12 to stand for the
composition of functions H1 and H2, i.e., H12

def
= H1 ◦H2.

We define a special predicate as H12(⊥)
def
= (t ≤ t′) ∧ inv(s).

The predicate for empty program, skip
def
= IIA ◁ st ̸=

div ▷H12(⊥), where, IIA denotes that the program does not
change any input variables in the input alphabet A when the
previous program is not in the divergent status. Otherwise,
only the healthiness conditions are respected and we can not
guarantee any more.

Definition 4 (Healthiness Mapping-H): For P ∈ Shr, we
define a mapping,

H(P )
def
= H12(P ; skip) ◁ st = term ▷ skip.

The function H maps a hybrid relation P to a healthiness
one that behaves as the sequential composition of P and skip
under the healthiness conditions HC1 and HC2 when the
previous program is terminated. Otherwise, it maps P to skip.

Definition 5 (Design): Let β ∈ Shr be a precondition,
ς ∈ Shr and τ ∈ Shr be stable condition and postcondition
(termination condition), respectively. In addition, β, ς and τ

do not contain st and st′. The design for a program P can be
defined as follow,

[β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩] def
= H[(st = term ∧ β) ⇒ ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩],

in which, ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩2 def
= (ς∧st′ = stable)∨(τ∧st′ = term). The

intuitive meaning of the design is that if P’s previous program
is terminated, then under the condition β, the program P will
not diverge and its all intermediate states satisfy ς while all
terminated states satisfy τ .

Definition 6 (Invariant-Design): Let α ∈ Shr be an invari-
ant, Also, α does not contain st and st′. Assume [β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁
τ⟩] be a design. The invariant-design for a program P can be
defined as follow,

[α : (β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩)] def
= [β ⊢H ⟨(α ∧ ς) ▷◁ (α ∧ τ)⟩],

the invariant α is respected from the starting to the termination
of P. We denote by [α : {β} P {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}] that an HML
program P implements an invariant-design [α : (β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁
τ⟩)].

Example 3 (Invariant-Design of HML Program):
Consider a simple assignment program x := 1, then we
have [x′ ≥ 0 : {x = 0} x := 1 {⟨false ▷◁ x′ = 1⟩}]
which indicates that x := 1 implements a design
[x′ ≥ 0 : (x = 0 ⊢H ⟨false ▷◁ x′ = 1⟩)]. On
the contrary, x := 1 cannot implement the design
[x′ = 0 : (x = 0 ⊢H ⟨false ▷◁ x′ ≥ 0⟩)], because the
invariant x′ = 0 is unsatisfiable when the assignment is
terminated.

Theorem 1 (Design Closure): We have the following laws
for design,

1) [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩]; [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩]
= [¬(¬β1;H12(⊥)) ∧ ¬(τ1;¬β2)

⊢H ⟨(ς1 ∨ (τ1; ς2)) ▷◁ (τ1; τ2)⟩],
2) [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩] ◁ b ▷ [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩]
= [(β1 ◁ b ▷ β2) ⊢H ⟨(ς1 ◁ b ▷ ς2) ▷◁ (τ1 ◁ b ▷ τ2)⟩],

3) [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩] ∨ [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩]
= [(β1 ∧ β2) ⊢H ⟨(ς1 ∨ ς2) ▷◁ (τ1 ∨ τ2)⟩],

4) [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩] ∧ [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩]
= [(β1 ∨ β2) ⊢H

⟨(β1 ⇒ ς1 ∧ β2 ⇒ ς2) ▷◁ (β1 ⇒ τ1 ∧ β2 ⇒ τ2)⟩].

The above theory provides a simple calculus for designs
and shows that they are closed under sequential composition,
conditional choice, disjunction and conjunction.

For an HML program (P1;P2), if the sub-program P1

implements design [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩], P2 implements
design [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩], then (P1;P2) implements de-
sign [¬(¬β1;H12(⊥)) ∧ ¬(τ1;¬β2) ⊢H ⟨(ς1 ∨ (τ1; ς2)) ▷◁
(τ1; τ2)⟩].

The divergent (chaotic) behavior for (P1;P2) can be di-
vided into two cases. One for P1 is (¬β1;H12(⊥)) which
denotes the divergent behavior of P1 followed by the healthy
condition. The condition indicates that the time can only
enlarge and also for clocks; another one is (τ1;¬β2) for P2,

2The operator ▷◁ has the lowest precedence among traditional logical
operators



which means the terminating behavior of P1 followed by the
divergent behavior of P2.

The intermediate behavior of (P1;P2) is the intermediate
behavior of P1 represented by ς1 or when P1 terminates
then (τ1; ς2), the terminating behavior of P1 followed by the
intermediate behavior of P2. The terminating behavior of the
whole program (P1;P2) can be represented by the sequential
composition of the terminating behaviors of P1 and P2.

For an HML program (P1 ◁ b ▷ P2), if sub-program P1

implements design [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩] when b is evaluated to
true, P2 implements design [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩] when b is false,
then (P1 ◁ b ▷ P2) implements the design [(β1 ◁ b ▷ β2) ⊢H

⟨(ς1 ◁ b ▷ ς2) ▷◁ (τ1 ◁ b ▷ τ2)⟩].
For an HML program (P1 ⊓ P2), non-deterministic choice

between P1 and P2. As we can not predict which one will
be activated, therefore, both β1 and β2 have to be valid. But,
when one sub-program is selected, the whole program would
behave as the sub-program.

The last law in the theory is for an HML program P which
implements both [β1 ⊢H ⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩] and [β2 ⊢H ⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩].
But β1 and β2 may conflict at the same time instant when
the program starts to run, therefore when β1 is valid then the
behaviors of the program are ς1 and τ1, if β2 is valid then ς2
and τ2. If there is no conflict for β1 and β2, then the behaviors
of P are ς1 ∧ ς1 and τ1 ∧ τ2 for intermediate and termination
of P , respectively.

IV. HOARE LOGIC FOR HML

In this section, we present the Hoare rules for discrete,
continuous and composition statements for HML programs.
A. Discrete Relation Rules

The rule for assignment program of discrete variable x with
expression e is represented as follow:
[SA]

T : {β} [x := e] {⟨F ▷◁ IIA[e/x]⟩}
where, the name of the rule is SA, the predicates of true and
false are represented by T and F. The set A def

= inα(x := e),
denoting all the input variables of the program. The assertion
T is the weakest predicate because true can be satisfied all the
time. The assertion F is the strongest predicate that no state can
satisfy false. The intuitive meaning of F is that the intermediate
state of a discrete action is unobservable (or designed to be
ignored in our logic). The assertion IIA[e/x] represents that
all variables are unchanged except for the variable x whose
new value referred by the primed variable x′ is equal to e.

The emitting of signal s is also a discrete action, the rule
for signal-emitting with the rule name SE is represented as
follow:
[SE]

T : {β} [!s] {⟨F ▷◁ IIA[(s.clock ∪ (t, count))/s.clock]⟩}

where, the set A def
= inα(!s). The new value of the clock (i.e.,

s.clock) related to the signal s is appended with the time
instant when the signal is emitted and the value of count.

The program skip doses not update any input variable as
the assertion IIA represented. This is indicated as follow by
the rule SK:
[SK]

T : {β} [skip] {⟨F ▷◁ IIA⟩}

where, IIA
def
=

∧
x∈A(x

′ = x).

B. Continuous Relation Rules

The suspend of e units of time is implemented by the
program suspend(e) which does nothing but let the time
passing for e units. The rule with name SD for suspend(e) is
represented as follow:
[SD]

T : {β} [suspend(e)] {IIB ∧ ⟨t′ ∈ [t, t+ e) ▷◁ t′ = t+ e⟩}

where, B def
= A\({t} ∪ {st} ∪ {s.clock | s ∈ InSignal}) for

A the set of all input variables of the program. The assertion
of the form β ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩ is the abbreviation for the assertion
⟨β ∧ ς ▷◁ β ∧ τ⟩. The assertion t′ ∈ [t, t + e) denotes that
before the program terminates the new value of time referred
by variable x′ is evaluated in the left-close and right-open
interval [t, t + e). While the new value of time is equal to
(t+ e) when the program terminates.

For differential equation EQ with exit condition g, we have
the following rule with name EQ:
[EQ]

T : {β}[EQ until g]
{P ∧ ⟨θ(g) ∧ count′ = count ▷◁ ξ(g) ∧ count′ > λ⟩}

where, λ def
= max({0, count} ∪ {π2(last(s.clock

′)) | s ∈ g}).
The assertion θ(g) denotes that g is absent during the contin-
uous evolution of the differential equation. The exit condition
g is present when the differential equation terminates. The
new value of count referred by count′ is greater than the
maximum value among all the clocks related to g and the old
value of count. The expression π2(last(s.clock

′)) evaluates
the count value in the last element of the new value of
s.clcok. The assertion P

def
= (IIB ∧ ∀v ∈ [t, t′) • R(v)) for

B
def
= PV ar ∪ {s.clock | s ∈ OutSignal}. For example if

the differential equation is EQ
def
= (ḣ = 1), then the predicate

∀v ∈ [t, t′) • (ḣ(v) = 1) in the postcondition can be explained
that the first-order derivative of h is equal to 1 for all the
proper time instants after the program started.

C. General Relation Rules

The consequence rule for program S with name CQ is
presented as follow:

[CQ]
β ⇒ ι, ω : {ι}[S]{⟨µ ▷◁ ν⟩}, ι ∧ ω ∧ µ ⇒ α ∧ ς, ι ∧ ω ∧ ν ⇒ α ∧ τ

α : {β} [S] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}
where, the precondition (β) is strengthened. The postconditions
(β ∧ α ∧ ς) and (β ∧ α ∧ τ) are weakened,respectively.

For sequential composition of programs S1 and S2 with
outα(S1) = {x′ | x ∈ inα(S2)}, the rule with name SC is
presented as follow:

[SC]

ς1 ∨ (γ1; ς2) ⇒ ς, (γ1; τ2) ⇒ τ, α1 ∨ (α1;α2) ⇒ α
α1 : {β} [S1] {⟨ς1 ▷◁ γ1 ∧ ε⟩}, α2 : {ε[x/x′]} [S2] {⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩}

α : {β} [S1;S2] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}
where, the assertion (γ1 ∧ ε) is satisfied when program S1

terminates. The predicate ε is a pure-primed hybrid relation
predicate, all the variables in ε, i.e., α(ε) is the set outα(S1)∪
conα(S1) without containing unprimed input variables. Thus,
ε[x/x′] is the predicate after the substitution of x (input
variable of S2) for each free occurrence of variable x′ (output
variable of S1) in ε. For instance, if ε

def
= (x′ ≥ 1), then

ε[x/x′]
def
= (x ≥ 1).



The while-loop program is a program with loop-condition
b and loop-body S, the rule for loop is presented as follow:

[LP]
(t′ = t) ⇒ α, α;α ⇒ α, α : {b ∧ β} [S] {⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩}
α : {β} [while b do S od] {⟨ς ▷◁ ¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x]⟩}

where, b[x′/x] is the predicate after the substitution of x′

(ranged over output variables of the program) for each free
occurrence of variable x (input variables) in b.

The implicit-condition rule is used for recording time in-
stants whenever some implicit conditions (not waited explicitly
as guards or exit conditions in the program) are present during
the execution of a program.

[IC]
¬E(τ − 0) ∧ E(τ)

(τ, count) ∈ E.clock′

where, E(τ) is true whenever E occurs at the time-point τ . For
example, if E def

= (h ≥ H − ε), then, E.clock
def
= climb(h,H −

ε) (c.f., Section II-B).

The program when(g1&P18· · ·8gn&Pn) activates program
Pi when the corresponding guard gi is present.

[WP]
ω : {ν[x/x′]} [⊓i∈I′Pi] {⟨ζ ▷◁ η⟩}, (γ;ω) ∨ γ ∨ ς ⇒ α

α : {β} [when(g1&P1 8 · · · 8 gn&Pn)] {⟨ς; ζ ▷◁ (γ ∧ ν); η⟩}

where, A
def
= PV ar ∪ {s.clock | s ∈ OutSignal}, I

def
=

{1, · · · , n}, and, I ′ ⊆ I, λ
def
= max({0, count} ∪

{π2(last(s.clock
′)) | s ∈ gi, i ∈ I ′}), ς

def
= IIA ∧ count′ =

count∧∀i ∈ I •θ(gi), γ
def
= IIA∧∀i ∈ I ′•ξ(gi)∧count′ > λ.

The variable x ranged over all the input variables for program
⊓i∈I′Pi, the non-deterministic choice between Pis. The rule
for non-deterministic choice of programs P1 and P2 is pre-
sented as follow:

[NC]
α : {β} [P1] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}, α : {β} [P2] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}

α : {β} [P1 ⊓ P2] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}
where, the proof is reduced to proofs on P1 and P2, respec-
tively.

The rule for condition choice program with condition b and
two branches S1 and S2 is presented as follow:

[CC]
α : {β ∧ b} [S1] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}, α : {β ∧ ¬b} [S2] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}

α : {β} [S1 ◁ b ▷ S2] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}
where, the left branch S1 is the program activated when
condition b is evaluated to be true, otherwise the right branch
S2 would be activated. Thus the precondition of S1 contains
the condition b, while ¬b is for the right branch S2.

The rule for parallel composition of programs P1 and P2

is present as follow:

[PC]

α1 ∧ α2 ⇒ α,
α1 : {β1} [P1] {⟨ς1 ▷◁ τ1⟩}, α2 : {β2} [P2] {⟨ς2 ▷◁ τ2⟩}

α : {β1 ∧ β2} [P1 || P2] {⟨Mstb ▷◁ Mter⟩}

where, Mstb
def
= Mς1,ς2 ∨ Mς1,(τ2;δ2) ∨ M(τ1;δ1),ς2 , Mter

def
=

M(τ1;δ1),τ2 ∨Mτ1,(τ2;δ2), for i = 1, 2, δi
def
= H12(IIAi), Ai

def
=

PV ar(Pi) ∪ {s.clock | s ∈ OutSignal(Pi)}. M def
= (count′ :

N, max). The merge mechanism M is defined as follow. A
merge mechanism M defines an operation on variables.

M def
= (x : T , ⋆),

where, x is a variable of type T , ⋆ is a binary operator over
values of type T , also ⋆ can be considered as a function with
two parameters. For instance, if ⋆ is a maximum function max
that returns the maximum value of two parameters, let R be
the type for real numbers, we define M def

= (x′ : R, max), and

x′ ∈ outαP ∪ outαQ, then P ||M Q
def
= ∃m,n • (P [m/x′] ∧

Q[n/x′]∧x′ = max(m,n)). (For simplicity, we employ MP,Q

as an abbreviation of P ||M Q)

Example 4 (Rule-SC): Let S1
def
= (x := x−1), S2

def
= (x :=

x+1), α def
= (x′ < x+1), α1

def
= (x′ = x−1), α2

def
= (x′ = x+1),

we have the following proof:

F ∨ ((x′ = x− 1); F) ⇒ ς,
((x′ = x− 1); (x′ = x+ 1)) ⇒ (x′ = x),
(x′ = x− 1) ∨ (x′ = x) ⇒ α,
α1 : {x = 0} [S1] {⟨F ▷◁ (x′ = x− 1) ∧ (x′ = −1)⟩},
α2 : {x = −1} [S2] {⟨F ▷◁ (x′ = x+ 1)⟩}

α : {x = 0} [S1;S2] {⟨ς ▷◁ (x′ = x)⟩}
where, α1 ⇒ α because (x′ = x − 1) ⇒ (x′ < x + 1). And,
α1;α2 ⇒ α as (x′ = x) ≡ (α1;α2), (x′ = x) ⇒ (x′ < x+1).
The assertion γ1∧ε is instantiated by (x′ = x−1)∧(x′ = −1).
The precondition ε[x/x′] of S2 is instantiated by x = −1. The
postcondition τ2 of S2 is instantiated by (x′ = x+ 1).

Example 5 (Rule-LP): Let S
def
= (ḣ = 1 until h ≥

3; ḣ = −1 until h ≤ 1), the loop program P
def
=

(while true do S od). For clocks c and d, we define a
relation ⪯t between two clocks, that c ⪯t d if c ⪯ d and for
all i ∈ N, c[i] ≤ t, d[i] ≤ t. Let b1

def
= (h ≥ 3), b2

def
= (h ≤ 1),

β
def
= t ≥ 0 ∧ h(t) ∈ [1, 3] ∧ b1.clock ⪯t b2.clock, α

def
= T,

ς
def
= (b1.clock

′ ⪯t′ b2.clock
′). Thus the proof is instantiated

as follow:
(T; T) ⇒ T, T : {β} [S] {⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩}

T : {β} [while true do S od] {⟨ς ▷◁ F ∧ β[x′/x]⟩}

where, the assertion β[x′/x]
def
= t′ ≥ 0 ∧ h(t′) ∈ [1, 3] ∧

b1.clock
′ ⪯t′ b2.clock

′. At this point, we have to proof:
T : {β} [S] {⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩}. Then, we apply rule-SC:

ς ∨ (γ1; ς) ⇒ ς, (γ1; τ2) ⇒ β[x′/x], T ∨ (T; T) ⇒ T,
T : {β} [S1] {⟨ς ▷◁ γ1 ∧ ε⟩}, T : {ε[x/x′]} [S2] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ2⟩}

T : {β} [S1;S2] {⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩}

where, S1
def
= (ḣ = 1 until h ≥ 3), S2

def
= (ḣ =

−1 until h ≤ 1), γ1
def
= ξ(b1), τ2

def
= β[x′/x], ε

def
=

|b1.clock′| > |b2.clock′| ∧ b1.clock
′ ⪯t′ b2.clock

′. Likewise,
ε[x/x′]

def
= |b1.clock| > |b2.clock| ∧ b1.clock ⪯t b2.clock.

Then, for left branch S1,

β ⇒ β, β ∧ P ∧ θ(b1) ∧ count′ = count ⇒ ς,
T : {β} [S1] {P ∧ ⟨θ(b1) ∧ count′ = count ▷◁ ξ(b1) ∧ count′ > λ⟩},
β ∧ P ∧ ξ(b1) ∧ count′ > λ ⇒ γ1 ∧ ε

T : {β} [S1] {⟨ς ▷◁ γ1 ∧ ε⟩}

where, λ
def
= max({0, count} ∪ {π2(last(b1.clock

′))}), P
def
=

(IIB ∧ ∀v ∈ [t, t′) • ḣ(v) = 1) for B
def
= PV ar ∪ {s.clock |

s ∈ OutSignal}. The proof for the right branch S2 can be
constructed in a similar way.

V. CASE STUDY I: WATER TANK

We present the HML program of water tank as a case study
of hybrid system with the application of previous proof rules.
The model consists of two modes, the water level is rising as
a speed of a when the valve is open, and falling as the speed
of b when the valve is closed. The detailed values for variables
are listed in Table I.



TABLE I: Initial values for variables in the water tank model.
The dimension cm represents centimeter(s)

Var Type Init Meaning

H Discrete 10 The highest water level is 10 cm

L Discrete 5 The lowest water level is 5 cm

hinit Discrete 8 Initial water level is 8 cm

h Continue 8
Denotes the water level over time, its initial
value equals hinit

ε Discrete 0.5
A small value (0.5 cm) used for the control of
water level, i.e., ε < min(H−hinit, hinit−
L)

a Discrete 1
The raising velocity (1 cm/s) of the water level
when the control valve is open

b Discrete 1
The falling velocity (1 cm/s) of the water level
when the control valve is closed

A. HML Model of Water Tank

First, we define the sub-programs of the system for con-
tinuous dynamics as follows:

open
def
= (ḣ = a) until (h ≥ H − ε),

closed
def
= (ḣ = −b) until (h ≤ L+ ε),

where, program open represents the water level is raising
according to the first-order differential equation ḣ = a with
the exit-condition h ≥ H − ε. The raising of water level shall
terminate when the exit-condition becomes true. Likewise,
program closed denotes the scenario where the water level
is falling. Utilizing sub-programs that we have defined, we
can declared the program W of water tank to be a loop
program: W def

= (while true do !on; open; !off ; closed; od).
where, two signals on and off are employed for indicating
that the valve is open or closed, respectively. Consider a design
D def

= [α : (β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩)], with α
def
= T, β

def
= (h(t) ∈

[L,H] ∧ c.clock ⪯t off.clock), ς
def
= c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock

′,
and τ

def
= β[x′/x]. In which, c def

= (h ≥ H − ε).

The water tank program W implements the design D, if
we can proof:

α : {β} [W] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩},
where, the program W starts under the condition β that
indicates the initial water level in the tank is between the
lower bound L and the upper bound H , and the clock for
boolean condition c is faster than the clock for signal off . The
assertion ς denotes that the clock of c is faster than the clock
for off when the program is in stable status. The assertion
τ represents that the water lever is also positioned between L
and H . Meanwhile, the clock relation for c and off is still
respected.

B. Verification of Water Tank Program

Fig. 2 illustrates the proof outline for the water tank
program W . The assertion T in the left column represents the
invariant α as presented in Sect. V-A. For simplicity we ignore
the invariant T for the inner sub-proofs for the sub-programs
in the loop. The program code and the sub-proofs of the loop
are encoded in the square brackets ‘[’ and ‘]’.

The proof outline consists of four sub-proofs one after
another for sub-programs !on, open, !off and closed, respec-
tively. The postcondition for one proof is the primed version

T

{h(t) ∈ [5, 10] ∧ c.clock ⪯t off.clock}
[while true do

{T ∧ h(t) ∈ [5, 10] ∧ c.clock ⪯t off.clock}
[!on]

{⟨(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′) ▷◁ (h(t′) ∈ [5,10]) ∧
(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off .clock′)⟩}

{(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock)}
[(ḣ = 1) until (h ≥ 9.5)]

{⟨(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′) ▷◁ (h(t′) ∈ [5,10]) ∧
(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off .clock′) ∧ (|c.clock′| > |off .clock′|)⟩}

{h(t) ∈ [5, 10] ∧ c.clock ⪯t off.clock ∧ |c.clock| >
|off.clock|⟩}

[!off ]

{⟨(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′) ▷◁ (h(t′) ∈ [5,10]) ∧
(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off .clock′)⟩}

{h(t) ∈ [5, 10] ∧ c.clock ⪯t off.clock}
[(ḣ = −1) until (h ≤ 5.5)]

{⟨c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′ ▷◁ h(t′) ∈ [5, 10] ∧ c.clock′ ⪯t′

off.clock′⟩}
od]

{⟨c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′ ▷◁ F ∧ h(t′) ∈ [5, 10] ∧ c.clock′ ⪯t′

off.clock′⟩}

Fig. 2: The proof outline for the program (W) of water tank, the assertion
T represents true, F for false. The values for (constant) discrete variables, for
example the lower bound of water level L = 5, and the upper bound H = 10,
are described in Table I

of the precondition for the succeed one. For instance, the
postcondition (h(t′) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′)
for sub-program !on is the primed version of the precondition
(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock) for sub-program
open. In the following, we describe the details for the proof
of program open,

{(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock)}
[(ḣ = 1) until (h ≥ 9.5)]

{⟨(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′) ▷◁ (h(t′) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧
(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock

′) ∧ (|c.clock′| > |off.clock′|)⟩}

where, the precondition (h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t

off.clock) denotes that the water level h is between 5 and 10
at the begging, and the clock c is faster than clock off ; the
stable condition (c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock

′) indicates the clock c
is faster than clock off for all the time instants when the status
of the program is stable; the postcondition (h(t′) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧
(c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock

′) ∧ (|c.clock′| > |off.clock′|) means
the water level constraint and clock relation also hold when
the program terminates, meanwhile, the size of clock for c is
larger than the size of clock for off . Based on Rule-CQ, we
have the following proof obligations

1
(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock)

⇒ (h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock)

2
{(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock)}

[(ḣ = 1) until (h ≥ 9.5)]

{P ∧ ⟨θ(c) ∧ (count′ = count) ▷◁ ξ(c) ∧ (count′ > λ)⟩}



3
(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock) ∧ P ∧ θ(c)

⇒ (c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock
′)

4

(h(t) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock ⪯t off.clock) ∧ P ∧ ξ(c) ∧
(count′ > λ)

⇒ (h(t′) ∈ [5, 10]) ∧ (c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock′) ∧
(|c.clock′| > |off.clock′|)

in which, P
def
= (IIB ∧ ∀v ∈ [t, t′) • ḣ(v) = 1) for B

def
=

PV ar∪{s.clock | s ∈ OutSignal}. The first proof obligation
is trivial. The second one is the direct application of Rule-EQ.
For the third one, the clock c.clock′ is equal to the old value
of c.clock as θ(c) denotes that c is absent during the time
interval [t, t′]. Moreover, because off.clock is in set B, thus
off.clock′ = off.clock can be implied by IIB directly. As a
result, (c.clock′ ⪯t′ off.clock

′) is satisfied. In the fourth proof
obligate, ξ(c) denotes that c is present at time t′, it means that
|c.clock′| = |c.clock| + 1, while off.clock′ = off.clock by
IIB , therefore |c.clock′| is larger than |off.clock′|.
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Fig. 3: The state space of open

Fig. 3 illustrates
the state space (w.r.t
water level and time)
of the program open.
All the points in the
gray area and two thick
line segments [a2, a3],
[a3, a4] constitute the
state space between
the time interval [t, t′],

where t′ is the maximum time instant the program may
terminate. The line segments [a2, a3] and [a3, a4] denote all
possible terminating states. For any point in the line segments
[a2, a3], the water level is 9.5. If the initial water level
h(t) ∈ [5, 9.5], the program will terminate in [a2, a3], the
corresponding terminating time t′ may not be the maximum
time instant if h(t) ̸= 5. Otherwise, if h(t) ∈ [9.5, 10],
the program will terminate in [a3, a4] immediately, and
t′ = t. For both cases, we have h(t′) ∈ [9.5, 10], and
h(t′) ∈ [9.5, 10] ⇒ h(t′) ∈ [5, 10].

VI. CASE STUDY II: OVERLAPPING METRO LINES

In this section, the case for a subway control system with
two overlapping metro lines is proposed as an application of
parallel HML programs.

A. Model of Overlapping Metro Lines

In Fig. 4, the distances between a station and its neighbors
are 3 (km) in vertical direction or 4 (km) in horizontal

1
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DirectionLine-A Line-B

(3000) (7000)

(10000)
(0, 14000)

(3000)

(0, 14000)

Initial/Final Station

Fig. 4: Overlapping metro lines. The Station-3 and Station-4, together with
the track between them, are overlapped by Line-A and Line-B. In the left
circle (Line-A with stations 1 ∼ 4) the train (T1) runs in an anti-clockwise
direction, while the train (T2) runs in a clockwise direction in the right circle
(Line-B with stations 3 ∼ 6)

direction. For example, the distance between stations 1 and
2 is 3 (km). The distance between stations 2 and 4 is 4 (km).
According to the distance, we add a label for each station
to denote its position. In Line-A, Station-1 is both the initial
and final station, thus we add label (0, 14000) for its position.
Likewise, Station-5 is both the initial and final station in Line-
B. In this case, we have two trains, one for Line-A, another
for Line-B. Let vi be the continuous variable representing the
velocity of train Ti, pi be the variable for position, where,
i = 1, 2, T1 is the train for Line-A, T2 for Line-B. The HML
program for train Ti is illustrated as follow,

1 Idi := 0;
2 while true do
3 Stop; Idi := Idi + 1;Cho; fruni := true;
4 (ṗi = 0 init 0 until true) ◁ Idi = 2 ▷ skip;
5 while fruni do Run od
6 od

where, Idi is a discrete variable as an index used to update the
position (Si) of the station ahead of the train. For example, if
the train T1 is stop at Station-1, then Station-2 is ahead of T1,
the position S1 = 3000. The sub-programs for the program
are defined below,
Stop

def
= li := ⌊pi/250⌋; li := li mod 56; !gi,li ; suspend(50);

Cho
def
= when(Idi = 2&(Si := 3000) 8 Idi = 3&(Si := 7000)8 Idi = 4&(Si := 10000) 8 Idi = 5&Si := 14000; Idi := 1),

where, ⌊pi/250⌋ is the largest integer not greater than pi/250,
li is a variable for recording the numbers of track segments.
In Fig. 5 (see the Appendix), the Line-A (also for Line-B) is
partitioned into 56 segments, each has a length of 250 (m).
The number li ∈ {n ∈ N | 0 ≤ n ≤ 55}. The emitting of
signal gi,li represents that the train Ti is in the segment li.
The sub-program Run is presented below.

1 fcruni := true; li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ; li := li + 1;
2 while fcruni do
3 (v̇i = 0.5 || ṗi = vi) until (pi = 250 ∗ li)⊕ (Si = pi + 500)
4 ⊕(vi = 20)⊕ urstopi;
5 when((pi = 250 ∗ li)&(!gi,li ; li := (li + 1) mod 56)
6 8((vi = 20)⊕ (Si = pi + 500)⊕ urstopi)&(fcruni := false))
7 od;
8 when((Si = pi + 500)&Near 8 (vi = 20)&Srun 8 urstopi&Urde)

where, fcrun is a boolean variable, the sub-program Run
denotes the continuous behavior after the train departed from
a station. The acceleration of the velocity is 0.5 (m/s2). The
control of the program will turn to sub-program Near when
the distance between the train and the station ahead is equal
to 500 (m). Moreover, the control will turn to Srun whenever
the velocity of the train is equal to 20 (m/s). If the signal
urstopi is present, the control will turn to sub-program Urde.
Meanwhile, if the position of the train is in a segment, then
the corresponding signal gi,li will be emitted. The following
sub-programs can be understood as a similar way. Here, we
just list the codes for all the other sub-programs as shown in
the Appendix.

The controller for T1 and T2, receives signals gi,li then
decides whether to stop a train urgently by emitting signals
urstopi, or starts a train from urgent-stop status by signals
urstarti. The HML program of the controller is presented as
follow,



1 f1 := 0; f2 := 0; cf1 := 0; cf2 := 0;
2 while true do
3 when(g1,f1&(b := true; cf1 := f1) 8 g1,f2&(b := false; cf2 := f2));
4 dcond := (26 ≤ cf1 ∧ cf1 ≤ 40 ∧ 26 ≤ cf2 ∧ cf2 ≤ 40);
5 Decide ◁ dcond ▷ (!urstart1; !urstart2) ;
6 (f1 := (f1 + 1 mod 56)) ◁ b ▷ (f2 := (f2 + 1 mod 56))
7 od

where, the decision is made when the trains are in track
segments with numbers ranged over {n ∈ N | 26 ≤ n ≤ 40},
because in this situation, these two trains will share the track
segments. The variable fi and cfi denote the numbers of
expected and current track segments for train Ti, respectively.
The sub-program Decide is

1 ds1 := cf1 ≤ cf2 ∧ cf1 ≥ cf2 − 2;
2 ds2 := cf2 ≤ cf1 ∧ cf2 ≥ cf1 − 2;
3 !urstop1 ◁ ds1 ▷ (!urstop2 ◁ ds2 ▷ (!urstart1; !urstart2));

Let C be the program of controller, Ti be the program of
train Ti, i = 1, 2. Now, we can define the HML program O
for the overlapping metro lines system as follow:

O def
= C || T1 || T2,

where, the program for the system consists of three compo-
nents, sub-programs of the controller, the trains T1 and T2.

B. Verification of Overlapping Metro Lines

We want to make sure the following assertion is true during
the execution of the system.

(p1 ∈ [7000, 10000] ∧ p2 ∈ [7000, 10000]) ⇒ (p1 ̸= p2),

where, the meaning of the assertion is that if the positions of
trains T1, T2 are in the shared track segment, then they shall not
have a collision. Consider a design for the overlapping metro
lines system, D def

= [α : (β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩)], with α
def
= T, τ

def
= F,

and,

β
def
= (∀i ∈ {1, 2} • (pi(t) = 0 ∧ fi = 0 ∧ cfi = 0 ∧ Idi = 0)

∧t = 0 ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {0, ..., 55} • gi,j .clock = ∅);
ς

def
= (p1(t

′) /∈ [7000, 10000] ∨ p2(t
′) /∈ [7000, 10000]

∨p1(t′) ̸= p2(t
′)),

where, β indicates that the initial positions of trains are 0, the
trains are stop at the initial stations. The starting time point
is 0, and all the clocks are empty. The assertion ς represents
that the trains T1 and T2 are not at the shared track or they
do not have a collision. According to the design, we have the
proof obligate for HML program O: α : {β} [O] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩},
where, the assertions indicate that the trains T1 and T2 will not
collision during the execution of the system. For controller C,
we have the precondition,

βC
def
= (cf1 < 27 ∨ cf1 > 40 ∨ cf1 < cf2 − 1∨

cf2 < 27 ∨ cf2 > 40 ∨ cf2 < cf1 − 1)

∧(
(g

(i,cfi)
.clock ̸= ∅ ∧ g

(i,cfi+1 mod 56)
.clock ̸= ∅) ⇒

π1(last(g(i,cfi)
.clock)) > π1(last(g(i,cfi+1 mod 56)

.clock))
)
,

in which, we have the predicate π1(last(g(i,cfi)
.clock)) >

π1(last(g(i,cfi+1 mod 56)
.clock)) meaning that the signal gi,cfi

is the latest signal that received from train Ti. For the trains
Ti, i = 1, 2, we define the preconditions,

βTi

def
= pi(t) ∈ [250 ∗ ini, 250 ∗ (ini + 2))

∧ (gi,0.clock ⪯t ... ⪯t gi,55.clock),

where, ini
def
= max(gi,0, ..., gi,55) implies that gi,ini is the latest

emitted signal from program Ti, thus cfi = ini. If all the
clocks for gi,j (i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {0, ..., 55}) are empty, then ini

is 0. The proof outline for HML program O is illustrated as
follows,

Separate proofs for C, T1 and T2...
T : {βC} [C] {⟨βC [x

′/x] ▷◁ F⟩},
T : {βT1} [T1] {⟨βT1 [x

′/x] ▷◁ F⟩},
T : {βT2

} [T2] {⟨βT2
[x′/x] ▷◁ F⟩}

β ⇒ (βC ∧ βT1 ∧ βT2),

T : {βC ∧ βT1
∧ βT2

}
[C || T1 || T2]

{⟨(βC ∧ βT1 ∧ βT2)[x
′/x] ▷◁ F⟩},

(βC ∧ βT1 ∧ βT2)[x
′/x] ⇒ ς, F ⇒ τ

T : {β} [O] {⟨ς ▷◁ τ⟩}

where, F is used to indicate the non-termination because we
have while-true loop in the program. The separate proofs
for C, T1 and T2 can be finished respectively as all of them
are sequential programs without shared discrete/continuous
variables. The merge mechanism is not applied here as we
do not have the count (and count′) in the assertions.

VII. RELATED WORKS

Hybrid systems have been an active research area for
many years and a series of modelling languages have been
proposed. Simulink [17] provided a graph based integrated
development environment and has been widely applied in the
modelling and simulation of complex systems. It integrates
Ordinary Differential Equations to support the physical world
modelling but lacks of rigorous semantics. Modelica [10],
[11] provides an object-oriented component-based approach to
system modelling and simulation. It emphasises on the reuse
of components and is suitable for large size system modelling.
However, the ambiguous semantics explanation often leads to
the inconsistent interpretation of the language [18], [19]. Phase
Transition Systems [1], [20], Hybrid Automata [8] and their
extension [9] provided a good interpretation for the execution
of hybrid systems.

To deal with the communication issues of hybrid systems,
languages based on event-based communication paradigm [21]
have been proposed. Benveniste et al. presented a hybrid
language which mixed synchronous language and hierarchical
automata [22]. But for the semantic part, only an intuitive
semantics was provided. Bauer et al. extended the synchronous
language Quarz and presented a hybrid modelling language
called Hybrid Quarz [23]. Only the operational semantics was
investigated in their paper.

Formal semantics and different approaches to ensuring
the correctness of hybrid systems have been investigated as
well. As for the verification issue, a calculus for Hybrid CSP
[24] was proposed based on Hoare Logic and a set of new
axioms were provided to support the derivation of Hybrid



CSP programs. A complete algorithm to generate polynomial
differential invariants for continuous evolution was introduced
as well. Platzer et al. presented a Differential Dynamic Logic
to specify and verify the properties of hybrid program [12].
The approach was implemented in the interactive verification
tool KeYmaera. However, the communication issue is not
considered in their approach. In our approach, we developed
a calculus to verify the correctness of hybrid programs and
provided the proof rules in the style of Hoare logic triples.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we proposed an approach for verification of
hybrid systems which are constructed by HML language. The
proof rules with respect to the HML language are illustrated
in the style of Hoare logic triples. As an application of our ap-
proach, a water tank program is produced as an HML program,
also we verified the program with the satisfiability according
to a design requirement. For parallel HML programs, we
presented the parallel program which consists of overlapping
metro lines with two subway trains, and analyzed the collision
avoidance scenario. For future work, we will focus on the
runtime verification of hybrid systems based on the hybrid
relation approach. In addition, the automated tools for formal
analysis including simulation, verification and animation are
planed to be implemented.
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APPENDIX
SUB-PROGRAMS FOR OVERLAPPING METRO LINES

Sub-program Near represents the behaviors when the train
is close to a station:

1 fcneari := true; li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ; li := li + 1;
2 acci := −0.5 ∗ v2/(Si − pi);
3 while fcneari do
4 (v̇i = acci || ṗi = vi) until (pi = 250 ∗ li)⊕ (Si = pi)⊕ urstopi;
5 when((pi = 250 ∗ li)&(!gi,li ; li := (li + 1) mod 56)
6 8((Si = pi)⊕ urstopi)&(fcneari := false))
7 od;
8 when((Si = pi)&(fruni := false) 8 urstopi&Urde)

Sub-program Srun denotes the stable running of the train
which retains the velocity of 20 (m/s):

1 fcsruni := true; li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ; li := li + 1;
2 while fcsruni do
3 (v̇i = 0 || ṗi = vi)
4 until (pi = 250 ∗ li)⊕ (Si = pi + 500)⊕ urstopi;
5 when((pi = 250 ∗ li)&(!gi,li ; li := (li + 1) mod 56)
6 8((Si = pi + 500)⊕ urstopi)&(fcsruni := false))
7 od;
8 when((Si = pi + 500)&Near 8 urstopi&Urde)

Sub-program Urde is used for the urgent decreasing of
velocity:



1 furdei = true; li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ;
2 while furdei do
3 (v̇i = −1.5 || ṗi = vi) until vi = 0;
4 li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ;
5 (v̇i = 0 || ṗi = 0) until urstarti;
6 when((Si > pi + 800)&(furdei := false)
7 8(Si ≤ pi + 800)&Urin)
8 od;

Sub-program Urin is for the urgent increasing of velocity:

1 fcurini := true; li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ; li := li + 1;
2 while fcurini do
3 (v̇i = 0.5 || ṗi = vi)
4 until (pi = 250 ∗ li)⊕ urstopi ⊕ (pi = 0.5 ∗ (Si + pi));
5 when((pi = 250 ∗ li)&(!gi,li ; li := (li + 1) mod 56)
6 8(urstopi ⊕ (pi = 0.5 ∗ (Si + pi)))&(fcurini := false))
7 od;
8 when(urstopi&skip 8 pi = 0.5 ∗ (Si + pi)&Urec)

Sub-program Urec is similar to Near for the control of
the velocity when the train is recovered from a urgent stop and
close to a station:

1 fcureci := true; li := ⌊pi/250⌋; !gi,li ; li := li + 1;
2 while fcureci do
3 (v̇i = −0.5 || ṗi = vi) until (pi = 250 ∗ li)⊕ (Si = pi)⊕ urstopi;
4 when((pi = 250 ∗ li)&(!gi,li ; li := (li + 1) mod 56)
5 8((Si = pi)⊕ urstopi))&(fcureci := false))
6 od;
7 when(Si = pi&(furdei := false; fruni := false) 8 urstopi&skip)

APPENDIX
PROOF OF RULE LP FOR WHILE-LOOP PROGRAM

For while-loop program W def
= while b do P od, the

semantics of W is defined as the weakest fixed-point of the
equation,

[[W]] = (([[P ]]; [[W]]) ◁ b ▷ II) ◁ st = term ▷ skip.

The corresponding design is,
D(W)

def
= [α : (β ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁ (¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩)].

We want to proof the implication [[W]] ⇒ D(W). At first,
let’s proof ((st = term) ∧ β ∧ [[W]]) ⇒ (α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁
(¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩).

(st = term) ∧ β ∧ [[W]]

Def of [[W]]

⇒ (st = term) ∧ β ∧ (([[P ]]; [[W]]) ◁ b ▷ II)

Def of choice

⇒ (((st = term) ∧ β ∧ b ∧ [[P ]]); [[W ]]) ∨ ((st = term) ∧
β ∧ ¬b ∧ II)

(t′ = t) ⇒ α. Premises of Rule-LP. Def of II .
Let R def

= ((st′ = term) ∧ β[x′/x] ∧ ¬b[x′/x] ∧ α)

⇒ (((st = term) ∧ β ∧ b ∧ [α : (b ∧ β) ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁
β[x′/x]⟩]); [[W]]) ∨R

[α : (b ∧ β) ⊢H ⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩] ≡ H[(b ∧ β ∧ (st = term)) ⇒
α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩], for simplicity t′ ≥ t ∧ inv(s) is ignored

⇒ ((α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x]⟩); [[W]]) ∨R

Def of ⟨· ▷◁ ·⟩

⇒ ((α ∧ ς ∧ st′ = stable); [[W]]) ∨ ((α ∧ β[x′/x] ∧ st′ =
term); [[W]]) ∨R

Def of [[W]]

⇒ ((α ∧ ς ∧ st′ = stable); skip) ∨ (α; (β ∧ st = term ∧
[[W]]))

∨ ((st′ = term) ∧ β[x′/x] ∧ ¬b[x′/x] ∧ α)

Def of skip

⇒ ((α∧ ς ∧ st′ = stable); II)∨ ((st′ = term)∧β[x′/x]∧
¬b[x′/x] ∧ α)

∨ (α; (β ∧ st = term ∧ [[W]]))

Def of ⟨· ▷◁ ·⟩

⇒ (α∧ ⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x] ∧ ¬b[x′/x]⟩)∨ (α; (st = term∧ β ∧
[[W]]))

Let Y
def
= (α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁ β[x′/x] ∧ ¬b[x′/x]⟩), X

def
= (st =

term∧ β ∧ [[W]]), based on the healthy of HML program and
(α;α) ⇒ α, we have

X

Introduce t′ ≥ t that is ignored previously

⇒ Y ∨ ((α ∧ t′ ≥ t);X)

Y ∨ (α;Y ) ≡ Y

⇒ Y ∨ ((α ∧ ∀n • (t′ ≥ t)n);X),

where, (t′ ≥ t)n
def
= (t′ ≥ t); (t′ ≥ t)n−1. Suppose the time

cost for P , and d ≥ 0, then we have,

∀n • (t′ ≥ t)n

⇒ ∀n • (t′ − t = n ∗ d)
⇒ [∀n • (t′ − t = n ∗ d) ∧ (d = 0)] ∨ [∀n • (t′ − t =

n ∗ d) ∧ (d > 0)]

∀n • (t′ − t = n ∗ d) ∧ (d > 0) ≡ false

⇒ [∀n • (t′ − t = n ∗ d) ∧ (d = 0)] ∨ false

⇒ [∀n • (t′ = t)n]

Infinite actions with no time consumption are considered as divergence

⇒ st′ = div

Now, we have,

X

⇒ Y ∨ ((α ∧ t′ ≥ t);X)

⇒ Y ∨ ((α ∧ st′ = div);X)

[(st′ = div); (st = term)] ≡ false

⇒ Y ∨ false

⇒ Y.

The implication ((st = term) ∧ β ∧ [[W]]) ⇒ (α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁
(¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩) is proved. Based on this, we have,



[((st = term) ∧ β ∧ [[W]]) ⇒ (α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁
(¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩)]

⇒ [((st = term)∧[[W]]) ⇒ ((st = term)∧β ⇒ (α∧⟨ς ▷◁
(¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩))]

And, ((st = term) ∧ [[W]]) ⇒ (st = term), thus we can
proof,

((st = term) ∧ [[W]])

⇒ (st = term) ∧ ((st = term) ∧ β ⇒ (α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁
(¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩)). Therefore,

[[W]]

⇒ ((st = term) ∧ [[W]]) ∨ ((st ̸= term) ∧ [[W]])

⇒ [(st = term) ∧ ((st = term) ∧ β ⇒ (α ∧ ⟨ς ▷◁
(¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩))]

∨ ((st ̸= term) ∧ skip)

⇒ ((st = term)∧β ⇒ (α∧⟨ς ▷◁ (¬b[x′/x] ∧ β[x′/x])⟩))◁
st = term ▷ skip

Introduce (t′ ≥ t ∧ inv(s)). Def of D(W)

⇒ D(W).
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